Guidelines for submission of
General and Soapbox papers for
Concurrent sessions and Colloquiums
The terms ‘General paper’ and ‘Soapbox paper’ refer to non-peer-reviewed
papers for presentation in the Concurrent sessions or in a Colloquium.
General papers are 20 minutes in length while
Soapbox sessions are allocated just 10 minutes.
First-time presenters are encouraged to seek assistance from the National
Rural Health Alliance with the preparation and submission of their papers.
Please contact speakers@ruralhealth.org.au or phone 02 6285 4660.

Conference Proceedings
Unless special arrangements have been made with the Alliance, all presenters are required to provide
a full written paper for inclusion in the Conference Proceedings. Authors subject to the exception are
required to prepare a one-page summary of their presentation for inclusion in the Conference
Proceedings.

Important dates
th

Written papers presented at the 13 National Rural Health Conference will be published in the
Conference Proceedings. To facilitate this, paper presenters are asked to provide their full papers by
28 April 2015. If papers are not received by this date, an author's place on the program cannot be
guaranteed.

Paper content
The paper should be original and should develop the topics and/or methods outlined in the abstract.
The author name(s) and affiliation(s) should be included in the paper below the title. The title in the
paper should be the same as it appears on the program.

Length
Papers should be no longer than 3,500 words.

Colloquium sessions
Once arrangements for a special Colloquium have been made, the designated session Chair will invite
Colloquium presenters to a teleconference to plan an integrated presentation. Dialogue with the
audience and interaction between the speakers will characterise all of the Colloquiums. They will also
be planned in such a way as to result in the development of outcomes or next steps from the
Colloquium, such as agreement on advocacy or research proposals. Individual papers may be
adapted to better complement each other and inform the discussion. Following the Colloquium, a
summary of session outcomes will be prepared with the assistance of the session scribe.

Paper format
•

The paper should be supplied in a Word document with the surname and first name of the
presenting author as the first two words in the file name (eg Smith, John.doc).

•

Lists should be set as bullets, unless there is a particular reason for them to be numbered.

•

Full stops are not generally used for abbreviations (eg: Mr Dr etc).

•

Use bold (not underlining) if you need to emphasise words.

•

Any references should be listed at the end of the paper. The Vancouver system of referencing
is preferred (see Attachment).

Recommendations
All authors are encouraged to include at least one policy recommendation as part of their paper.
For instance, the recommendation might draw out the implications of the work for practical
changes to health services on the ground. 	
  

Paper submission
Papers are to be emailed to speakers@ruralhealth.org.au
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Attachment

The Vancouver system of referencing
The Vancouver system of referencing is used in some scientific (particularly) medical literature.
1
References are shown with in-text numbering using superscript Arabic numerals, as shown here
which relate to references listed at the end of the document.
In the text, each reference is numbered in the order of appearance. This numeral becomes the unique
identifier of the source to which it refers; if the source is referred to again, the identifying numeral is
repeated.
More than one identifier can be used at a single reference point to indicate multiple sources: commas
(also set as superscript characters) are used to separate the identifiers and there is no space between
1,5
the comma and the number following it, as shown here.
The identifiers should be placed before all punctuation marks except full stops and, whenever
possible, immediately after a direct quotation.
In the reference list, the references are numbered according to their identifier in the text and are listed
in numeric order. The names of all authors should be included when there are six or less; when there
are seven or more, list the first three followed by et al.
Depending on its type, references should be listed in the following form.
Journal article
1

Alderman CP, Cosh DG, Peters PG Thompson CJ. Development of a pilot course in applied
pharmacology for nurses working in rural settings. Australian Journal of Rural Health 1994; 2: 3–6.
Book
2

Jones KP. Rural Health and Welfare in Australia, 3rd edn. Brisbane: Mosby Williams, 1994.

Chapter in a book
3

Ried F. Mobility and safer handling. In: McMahon CA, Harding J, eds. Knowledge to Care: A
Handbook for Care Assistants. Oxford: Blackwell Science, 1994; 53–69.
CD-ROM
4

Anderson SC, Poulsen KB. Anderson's electronic atlas of hematology [CD-ROM]. Philadelphia:
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2002.
Journal article on the Internet
5

Smith DM. Barriers facing junior doctors in rural practice. Rural and Remote Health 2005; 5: 348.
[Cited 22 Aug 2008]. Available from URL:
http://www.rrh.org.au/articles/showarticlenew.asp?ArticleID=348
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